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Compatibility Layers
Compatibility layers are specifications that define standard APIs that
interface to the underlying eCos kernel in order to encapsulate
implementation-specific functionality.
eCos supports two different compatibility layers:



POSIX
μITRON
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Compatibility Layers - POSIX
What is the POSIX?


The Portable Operating System Interface (POSIX) is a set of
Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers, Inc. (IEEE)
standards designed to ease application portability.

The POSIX specifications define APIs that detail how
applications interface to operating systems.
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Compatibility Layers - POSIX
The eCos Support for a function means that the data
types and definitions necessary to support the particular
function, including the objects it manipulates, are also
defined.
The eCos POSIX support is a subset of the entire POSIX
standards, including the implementation of threads,
signals, and synchronization objects.
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Compatibility Layers - POSIX
eCos divides the POSIX support into two packages


POSIX Compatibility Layer
Thread
Signal
Synchronization
Timers
Message queues



POSIX File IO Compatibility Layer
File
Device I/O
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Compatibility Layers – EL/IX
What is the EL/IX?


EL/IX is an API developed by Red Hat to provide compatibility
across different operating systems including Linux, embedded
Linux, and eCos.

The EL/IX interface ensures application portability for
operating systems adopting the standard, which
preserves the investment in software development and
developer knowledge.
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Compatibility Layers – EL/IX
Level1 —RTOS Compatible Layer. These functions are available
in both Linux and embedded operating systems, such as eCos,
RTEMS, VxWorks, and PSOS. Certain functions at this level might
have reduced or modified semantics.

Level2—Linux Single Process Only. Includes Level 1 along with
functions from Linux that are not easily implemented on an RTOS.
Includes the full implementation of any reduced Level 1 functions.

Level3—Linux Multiprocess for Embedded Applications. Based on
POSIX.1 with the removal of functions not intended for embedded
applications.

Level4—Full POSIX or Linux Compliance. These functions are
present in a standard Linux kernel.
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Compatibility Layers – μITRON
What is the μITRON?


The μITRON specification defines APIs that enable highly
flexible operating system architectures tailored specifically for
embedded system applications.

Advantage of the μITRON compatibility layer:


The effort of understanding and porting application software to
new processor architectures is reduced.
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Compatibility Layers – μITRON
There are four levels of the μITRON specification:








Required (R)—Functions in this level are mandatory for
μITRON 3.0 implementations.
Standard (S)—Includes basic functions for achieving a real-time,
multitasking operating system.
Extended (E)—Includes additional and extended functions, such
as object creation and deletion, memory pools, and timer handler
functions.
CPU Dependent (C)—Incorporates CPU or hardware
configuration implementationdependent functions.

The eCos μITRON package supports version 3.02 of
the specification, which incorporates all of the Required
(R) level functions, all of the Standard (S) level functions,
and most of the Extended (E) level functions as well.
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ROM Monitors
A ROM monitor is a program, typically residing in ROM
or flash memory, which provides debug functionality.
The eCos system offers several choices for debugging
applications.









Use an In-Circuit Emulator (ICE) or other hardware debugging
module supported by GDB.
Include support for GDB directly into the application.
Use CygMon or RedBoot ROM monitors, which include GDB
support, as the resident ROM monitor on the target platform.
Create a simple application that only includes GDB debugging
support known as a GDB stub ROM. This application is
programmed into ROM and provides loading and debugging of
applications.
Use a third-party ROM monitor. This ROM monitor must support
GDB debugging;otherwise, the application must provide GDB
debugging support directly.
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ROM Monitors
The RedBoot ROM monitor provides a complete
bootstrap environment and features such as a flash file
system.
RedBoot provides its own GDB stub for communication
with a GDB host.
The GDB stub is a piece of software that provides the
low-level interaction with the HAL.
The stub code can then be invoked by the GDB host or
by the application itself by calling the breakpoint routine.
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ROM Monitors
Establish the GDB Stub Rom Image


Build GDB Stub Rom Image



Build Common GDB Stub Rom Image
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File System
eCos provides three different file system implementations:




ROM
RAM
JFFS2

ROM and RAM file system use POSIX File I/O
Compatibility Layer package
The POSIX File I/O package contains a file system table
array containing entries from each installed file system.
The entries in this array are of the type cyg_fstab_entry,
defined in the file fileio.h.
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File System
Another table the POSIX File I/O package uses is the
mount table, defined in the file fileio.h as cyg_mtab_entry.
Tables can be mounted statically, using the
MTAB_ENTRY macro, or dynamically during run time by
calling the mount function.
When a file is opened, information about the file is stored
in the CYG_FILE_TAG structure,also defined in the file
fileio.h.
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ROM File System
•Node Structure defined in the
file romfs.c as romfs_node
1.Node type(File or Directory.)
2.The size of data in the node.
3.The creation time of the file.
•Header defined in the file
romfs.c as romfs_disk.
1.The name of the file system
2.The size of the file system
3.Total number of nodes in the
file system
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RAM File System
Two implementation mechanisms:



Simple
Block

Simple:



Uses the malloc and free
Adv.
Using only the amount of memory it needs to contain all files in the
RAM file system.



Dis.
Fragmentation of the heap from constant reallocations for files.
The malloc implementation must be included in the eCos image.
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RAM File System - Block
•Node Structure defined in the
file ramfs.c as ramfs_node
1.Node type(File or Directory)
2.The size of data in the node.
3.The last file access time.
4.The last file modification time.
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RAM File System - Block
Block


Adv.
Using fixed-size blocks making management of memory
easier.
The allocation mechanism is configurable. Therefore, the
malloc implementation can be excluded from the image.



Dis.
Using the malloc allocation method; each block causes a
malloc function call rather than a single call for the entire file.
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PCI Support
The eCos PCI Configuration Library (CYGPKG_IO_PCI)
package provides the following functionality:


Scan the bus for specific devices based on Device and Vendor
ID or on a particular device class code.



Read and modify the generic PCI information.



Read and modify the device-specific PCI information.



Allocate PCI memory and I/O space for devices.



Translate device specific PCI interrupts into HAL vectors.
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USB Support
Universal Serial Bus (USB) networks consist of:



A single host, called the Host Controller.
One or more slave devices.

The eCos USB support consists of four different packages








USB Device Drivers—contains the specific implementations for the USB
slave hardware devices supported.
Common USB—provides information common to the host and slave sides
of the bus such as the details of the control protocol.
Common USB Slave—defines the USB API for device drivers and
provides utilities,such as control message handlers, needed by the device
drivers and applications.
Class-Specific USB Support—eases the development of specific
classes of USB peripherals.
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Networking Support
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Networking Support
There are two different network stack implementations
availabe.


OpenBSD



FreeBSD
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OpenBSD
The protocols supported in the OpenBSD implementation are:










IPv4—Internet Protocol version 4
ARP—Address Resolution Protocol
RARP—Reverse Address Resolution Protocol
ICMP—Internet Control Message Protocol
UDP—User Datagram Protocol
TCP—Transmission Control Protocol
DHCP—Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol
BOOTP—Bootstrap Protocol
TFTP—Trivial File Transfer Protocol

Support Raw packet interface but untested:





IPv6—Internet Protocol version 6
Berkeley Packet Filter (BPF)
Generic Tunneling Interface (GIF)
Multicast support, which includes Multicast routing
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FreeBSD
The networking protocols supported in the FreeBSD
implementation include:













IPv4—Internet Protocol version 4
IPv6—Internet Protocol version 6
ARP—Address Resolution Protocol
RARP—Reverse Address Resolution Protocol
ICMP—Internet Control Message Protocol
IGMP—Internet Group Management Protocol
UDP—User Datagram Protocol
TCP—Transmission Control Protocol
DHCP—Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol
BOOTP—Bootstrap Protocol
TFTP—Trivial File Transfer Protocol
Multicast addressing

Support Raw packet interface but untested:



Berkeley Packet Filter (BPF)
Multicast routing
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Networking Threads
The eCos networking code uses threads to accomplish particular
tasks.
Thread Function
Default Priority Level

alarm_thread
6

Thread Function
Default Priority Level

cyg_netint
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Thread Function
Default Priority Level

cyg_rs
8

Thread Function
Default Priority Level

dhcp_mgt_entry
8

Thread Function
Default Priority Level

tftpd_server
10
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Networking Configuration
Option Name
CDL Name
Description

Memory Designated for Networking Buffers
CYGPKG_NET_MEM_USAGE
Controls the amount of memory allocated for buffers used by the
networking code. These buffers are used to hold the incoming and
outgoing data. The default value is 256 kbytes.

Option Name
CDL Name
Description

Initialization Options for ｀eth0＇
CYGHWR_NET_DRIVER_ETH0_SETUP_OPTIONS
This component contains configuration options that specify the
method (DHCP/BOOTP or static) for initializing the Ethernet 0
interface. The default is to use DHCP/BOOTP for initialization.
1.
Initalize ｀eth0＇ Manually
2.
Use BOOTP/DHCP To Initialize ｀eth0＇
3.
Address Setups For ｀eth0＇

SubOption
Name
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SNMP Support
eCos SNMP support is contained in two packages, the
agent and library.
library
Agent





The agent contains a single thread.
The task runs at a priority level that is one lower than the
background network task.
The application must call the cyg_net_snmp_init function,
located in the file snmptask.c, to start the SNMP agent.

Library



It is not implemented in eCos
it is the responsibility of the application to supply file system
support if this functionality is desired.
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SNMP Support
A MIB(Management Information Base) compiler utility is
also included in the SNMP package.
The output from the MIB compiler can then be modified
to support the needed MIB functionality of a specific
application.
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The GoAhead Embedded WebServer
There are a few disadvantages to using SNMP for
remote management.




Requirement of application software to control remote devices
that is often costly and difficult to use.
SNMP uses UDP, which is an unreliable protocol,for
communication across networks.

Along with being the hip, up-and-coming trend, Webbased management allows the use of a standard
interface that is familiar to most users.
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The GoAhead Embedded WebServer
The GoAhead WebServer is focused on meeting
constraints found in an embedded system,including:








Small memory footprint
Configurable security model
Supporting the generation of dynamic Web page content
Support for devices that do not have a file system
Portability across a wide range of platforms and CPU
architectures
Integration of the source code into very customized devices
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The GoAhead Embedded WebServer
The GoAhead WebServer supports:










Active Server Pages (ASP)
In-process Common Gateway Interface (CGI)
Embedded JavaScript
HTTP 1.0 with persistent connections found in HTTP 1.1
65 connections per second
Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) version 3.0
Digest Access Authentication (DAA)
User Management via login access
Storage of Web pages in ROM
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The GoAhead Embedded WebServer
Disadvantage:




Web-based management approach is that once a page is served
to the browser, the content is static and does not change until
there is some user intervention, such as a refresh request.
This can be a problem if a constant flow of data is needed or IF a
user needs to be notified of an alarm condition on the device.

Solutions:



Use HTTP REFRESH tag.
Use of Java applets and JavaScript to continually request data
from the device.
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Symmetric Multi-Processing Support
eCos provides SMP support on selected architectures
and platforms.
This support is broken down into HAL- and kernel-level
support.
SMP support is only available in the multilevel queue
scheduler.
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Symmetric Multi-Processing Support
eCos does impose some target hardware limitations in
its SMP support, including:








The maximum number of CPUs supported is eight, with
the typical number being two or four.
The hardware must supply a synchronization mechanism
in the form of a test-and-set or compare-and-swap
instruction. The eCos kernel uses these hardware
instructions for the spinlock implementation.
No caches are used, all processors share the cache in the
system, or the hardware maintains coherent caches. This
prevents eCos from performing cache flush operations
around each memory access.
All memory shared among CPUs is addressed at the
same location for all CPUs.
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Symmetric Multi-Processing Support








All devices are accessible by all CPUs.
An interrupt controller must be present to route interrupts
to a specific CPU. Other acceptable architectures include
all interrupts delivered to a single CPU, certain interrupts
bound to a specific CPU, or certain interrupts local to each
CPU. eCos does not support delivering all interrupts to all
CPUs in the system and allowing the software to resolve
conflicts.
To allow events on one CPU to cause rescheduling on
another CPU, a mechanism is needed to allow one CPU in
the system to interrupt another CPU.
Software that is running on a particular CPU must be able
to identify which CPU it is running on.
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Symmetric Multi-Processing Support
The startup sequence is different on SMP systems.


Primary CPU calls cyg_scheduler_start to initilized secondary
CPU

Spinlocks are provided for SMP systems.
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Additional Features
Dynamic loader


Allows Executable and Linking Format (ELF) file images to be
loaded onto a target during run time.

Zlib package


Zlib provides in-memory compression and decompression
functions that are thread safe and include integrity checks of the
uncompressed data.

Microwindows Graphical User Interface
Power management package
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END~
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